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Abstract. This paper attempts to outline how the projected image of the female suicide bomber is directly
linked to the prenatal mother. We are all aware how violence is viciously cruel. Terror is different from
fear. It is nonverbal and left over from early childhood where it has not been put into words and then acted
out nonverbally. This contribution explores the role which the mother plays in the early life of a child. I
refer mainly to the works of Melanie Klein who shed light on how we relate to the world nonverbally
through the use of objects. She took up where her mentor, Sigmund Freud, had left off by taking the
emphasis away from the father to the importance of the bonding relationship between the infant and the
“good breast.”i Nowadays neuroscience teaches that the mother-infant relationship is crucial for the
development of a healthy well-adjusted child who can grow to trust his own perceptions of the world
surrounding him. What does this say about terrorists?
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How This Work Began
When I was eight years old I first learned about the Golden Age of Spain where Christians, Jews and
Muslims lived together in convivencia; I was fascinated. I went on to study the languages and cultures of
medieval Iberia with a passion. However, my unconscious agenda was a wish to understand how very
different people negotiated the same geo-political space, be it Iberia or under the roof of a home.
I began working on terrorism then but it was the summer before September 11th when I was invited by
a leading psychoanalyst, Dr. Joan Lachkar,ii to participate in a human rights seminar on the suicide bomber.
She asked me to provide a psychohistorical backdrop because of my doctoral work on aljamia and the
expulsion of the Moriscos from Spain.iii My work had been written up in German in the mid 1980’s
because of the Gastarbeiter problem.iv
While training clinically I turned from trauma survivors to undertake the actual study of perpetrators,
the terrorists themselves. I began to see a sadomasochistic dance as in Shakespeare’s Othello. The constant
cycling of projection-rage-shame-blame translated into a kind of sexual obsession/addiction, bonding to
pain rather than pleasure. Could the banality of murder-suicide be driving a significant part of the suicide
attack’s alleged political violence?
Let us say, it all begins in utero when the prenatal environment creates the “motherboard” for the
baby’s mind. This is a fragile maternal womb, which becomes exposed to a postpartum environment where
the female instead of being valued and cherished is denigrated, abused and pathologically controlled from
day one. There is no regard for the mother’s stress hormone level or her devotion to her newborn.
Ultimately, this not only jeopardizes the infant’s health but can lead to severe ego dysfunction as well as
cognitive impairments, such as flying planes into buildings rather than just fantasizing about it.v
The mother-child relationship is key to understanding any culture. According to the British-trained
Iraqi child psychiatrist Dr. Sami Timimi, in Arab Muslim culture the child is never permitted to separate
psychologically from Ummi, that is ‘mommy’ in Arabic.vi The baby becomes an appendage to the mother
in a state of fusion (a problematic bond). The mother is over-idealized yet the female is denigrated. The
only way she obtains power is by giving birth to a male baby. Ummi comes from the same root as Ummah
– so that the Arab Muslim communal self-perception is linked to the maternal. Berko reports that Ummi is
the only one who could have stopped her child from becoming a suicide bomber.vii The Saudis repeatedly

sent Umm Usama to the Sudan and Afghanistan in order to get her son to behave.viii In Western terms, this
could mean a complete loss of self or self-identity.
The constellation of devalued female, venerated mother with a rigid honor code is not a far cry from
Asian cultures – Japanese, Vietnamese and Hindu.ix According to the kamikaze’s training manual, it guided
him not to fear death because when he was within two meters of his target, the face of his mother would
appear and he would be rejoining her.x
Nor is western culture immune. In patriarchal families, be they Catholic, Lutheran, Mormon or Jewish,
ergo a greater possibility for such problematic bonding exists. This is prevalent also in cults, clans, secular
or a single parent family, the bond may be too much, or what is known as traumatic bonding.xi
To make sense of this, one might view the horrific holocaust of the suicide attack by “reading” its mute
imagery. This unseverable bond is reflected in the suicide attack’s imagery.xii
My theory is not meant solely to provide a psychological profile for the suicide bomber, rather to
provide understanding of how the rise of suicide bombers has spread throughout diverse cultures and is
now at the global level. It is also not meant to blame the mother but to understand how she finds herself
and her baby in a hostile social environment. The imagery holds a clue to a predominant psychological
problem concerning maternal attachment, its pathological suffocating bond and its attendant psychological
fusion which causes developmental arrest, called neotenation, i.e. not being permitted to grow up.xiii For a
certain segment of this population, the only way one can liberate him or herself from such bonding is
through murder, suicide or becoming a suicide bomber whereby paradoxically one seeks a reunion in death
and the fantasy of rebirth.
In psychological terms re-bonding through bombing is the only way one liberates oneself. Sadly
murder, suicide bombing, terrorism becomes the replacement for normal separation individuation from
mother, blowing oneself up paradoxically is far less painful than having to leave the mother and to suffer
the pain of separation and become an individuated, responsible adult. The suicide bomber finds consolation
in knowing that death provides a reunion with mother in her purest state.
There are four things to keep in mind:
1. All behavior is potentially meaningful.xiv
2. People are more alike than they are different.xv
3. Violence is violence. It does not care how we humans label it.
4. Everybody has a mother.xvi When a suicide attack happens, we are hot-wired back to mama.

A picture speaks a thousand words - The importance of imagery
Let us take a look at what is meant by imagery. Ninety percent of our emotions are communicated
nonverbally, especially visually. “Nonverbal behavior is farther removed from consciousness.” xvii How do
we understand the pantomime of explosive pandemonium? By returning to the scene of the crime, I asked
“What do we have here?” - murdered people, a suicide terrorist, and body parts. Where else do we find
this? Murder-suicide in domestic violence, the murder of one’s “own” as in the honor killing, plus serial
killing’s body parts. I analyzed its graphic materiality as an unconscious explicit message sent by the
terrorists. In classic forensic psychiatry murder-suicide is referred to as a death fusion.xviii
Imagine a spectrum of fusion images. On the far left, 180 degrees opposite or mirror image to the death
fusion, we encounter the first image in life, that of the prenatal mother carrying the fetus – the life fusion.xix
The next image is that of the postpartum mother nursing the infant a la the Madonna and child.xx
• The prenatal mother
• The postpartum mother
• The terrorizing sexual mother
The third fusion is sex, but beyond sex is the terror of dependency needs and abandonment. The hidden
wishes in the couple are not dying alone and being completely taken care of as if one were a baby. When
this cycle is disruptedxxi aggression escalates, even to murder-suicide. It is less painful to die than to have to
face the dread of separation, loss and mourning.
A good example is the sexual fusion in the Arab Kama Sutra. It is crucial to suicide terrorism because
of its honor code - “A man’s honor lies between the legs of a woman.” Its image graphically depicts a
sadomasochistic fusion in a culture which is sexually repressed. It is surprising more scholars have not
referenced this in this context before.xxii

To continue along the spectrum, the next is a mixed fusion of life and death. In Christianity it is the
Pieta, the Mother cradling Christ. There is also an Islamic Pieta because the Prophet dies in the arms of his
beloved Aisha (Arabic: ‘life’). Everything concerning the life of the Prophet is to be imitated.xxiii
One asks – where is the father? The father’s absence seems to reflect the frequently heard complaint in
the interview literature of terrorists that their fathers were absent.xxiv We might conclude that the reason
terrorists remain forever tied into their mothers is precisely because of the absence of a father in Islamic
regimes. The trend continues, the father is tied into his mother, the terrorist’s grandmother xxv It should
come as no surprise then that there would be a Hamas “Jadda” bomber, a postmenopausal grandmother.xxvi
But a suicide attack’s imagery does not just relate to fusion. There are also the body parts, where “the
bad mother” parts get translocated into the object world as in serial killing. The crime scene is often a
horrific scene of body parts strewn all over, organized or chaotic. It is noteworthy that if chaotic, it is
considered more psychotic reflecting the killer’s mind. Serial killers are known to have disturbed relations
with their mothers. They often look like “normals” because their psychosis is buried in the personality.xxvii
But what do these body parts mean psychologically? Could they be part object representation of the
early mother – the breast, the nipple, etc.? I believe so. When a baby is first born he/she does not perceive
the mother as a separate person. A baby can grow into looking like an adult but with a shaky insecure
maternal experience.xxviii This is part of the reason, it is suggested, that terrorists plug into a charismatic
leader or a gang in order to feel excitingly alive and stabilized as a way of compensating for traumatic
bonding.xxix
The female suicide bomber speaks to such bonding. Accompanying her image is the myth of the
womb’s pure, blissful paradise. She is a concrete hallucination of the terrorists’ fantasy about their maternal
love-hate relationship at first presented in an idealized way as heroine and then blown to hell.
Why must they do this? The prenatal mother arouses in the male terrorist’s mind and in all of us what
we may have not gotten from our own mothers – i.e. physical and emotional deprivation. The image
arouses envy whose response is to attack and destroy.xxx All the terrorist organizations, which have
consciously deployed her, reveal unconsciously, it is suggested, their murderous wishes for their own
mothers. The splitting is so profound between conscious and unconscious behavior in terrorism, that we
are not even aware of it. Yet together it carries a powerful psychological punch because the chaos seems
impossible to make sense of - terror which cannot be explained and put into words holds us
psychologically hostage. The deployment of the female suicide bomber signals a psychotic regression on
the part of the terrorist organization.xxxi She destroys herself and her womb because she feels devalued. She
has internalized male hatred for her as self-hatred. By killing herself she will be appreciated in this perverse
male world.
Just as the philosopher of war, Sun Tzu, wrote that one must know the enemyxxxii so too must we know
their core terror - dependency on the mother. They hide their unconscious rage against their mothers in
plain sight by means of the female suicide bomber. While she is proffered as a quest for equality,xxxiii this
is only the surface story. The other half cycles around the quest to be liberated from the mother. It is
fallacious and naïve to buy into the argument that gender equality is being sought in a male dominated
social environment which creates and sends out female suicide bombers; they simultaneously and
unconsciously communicate the male’s wish to annihilate the prenatal mother.
The terrorists have not been able to reconcile the idea that they are born from a denigrated humiliated
female. It leaves them feeling contaminated and obsessed with female sexual purity to the point of
delusional thinking, that if it is not pure then, blood must be willfully spilled in order to cleanse honor.xxxiv
But I am not one to cast stones at glass houses as it is very dangerous to be a prenatal mother in the
West. The leading cause of death is murder by her spouse or partner.xxxv Could this be the hidden problem
functioning behind the scenes of suicide terrorism? Could this be both her allure and her terror? Is the
suicide attack tapping into our maternal wi-fi? Think of the tragic murder of the pregnant Laci Peterson by
her husband Scott.xxxvi Her murder shared many similarities with the suicide attack’s ideological fantasies.
A forensic psychiatrist wrote that Peterson acted out a rebirth fantasy by killing off his wife. He felt himself
to be an orphan.xxxvii The orphan is very important in Islam.xxxviii In Jihadi Islam the 72 virgins syndrome
functions literally as a rebirth fantasy.
Jihad holds tremendous appeal to Western converts to Islam too and yet there is an entire body of
literature on the psychology of conversion which points to it as an attempt to repair the maternal bond.xxxix
Then there is the problem of explaining the “homegrown” jihadis, 2nd and 3rd generation. But weren’t most
of their mothers brought over as child brides? Haven’t the grandmothers been providing daycare from birth
to age three, when the need to hate and have an enemy is learned in the home?xl How westernized were

they really? And as I have just shown, even then that is no guarantee. Bonding with a baby is a laborintensive experience which must be set in a viable social environment where the female is valued.
Terrorists manifest highly dissociated behavior. They are terrified.xli They harbor intense feelings of
victimization because they were, in fact, victimized as little children. They dissociate from their terrors and
transform them into a heroic badge of false pride. They not only feel rage and terror, they become the rage
and the terror. Their self-righteous beliefs drive their behavior, which is concrete and literal. While they
may use metaphor, such as Usama uses in his poetry, it is superficial because they lack empathy for the
enemy. They speak as if they do not have a filter, blurting out their poor perceptions. Try stepping back
and pretend that you are a pre-school teacher, trying to make sense out of a hysterical toddler’s behavior,
even though it could be so inhumanely gross as a beheading. Like Freud’s famous question, “What do
women want?”, I ask “What is it that these terrorists really want?”. Are we mind readers? I believe they
want nothing more than a genuine human connection. Why? Because my hunch is, that they have rarely
experienced it.
While it will always be important to “read their lips”, it will also become increasingly important to
“read” all their other sensory perceptionsxlii, in addition to imagery as I am suggesting. We are only in the
opening phase of understanding the phenomenon.
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